An adaptive squared-distance-weighted interpolation for volume reconstruction in 3D freehand ultrasound.
Volume reconstruction is a key procedure in 3D ultrasound imaging. An algorithm named as squared-distance-weighted (SDW) interpolation has been earlier proposed to reduce the blurring effect in the 3D ultrasonic images caused by the conventional distance weighted (DW) interpolation. However, the SDW parameter alpha, which controls the weight distribution, is a constant assigned by operators so that the interpolation effect is invariant for both sharp edges and speckle noises. In this paper, we introduced a new adaptive algorithm based on SDW interpolation for volume reconstruction of 3D freehand ultrasound. In the algorithm, the local statistics of pixels surrounding each voxel grid were used to adaptively adjust the parameter alpha in SDW. The voxel grids with a higher ratio of local variance and mean in their neighbourhoods would have a smaller alpha to make the image details sharper, while the voxel grids locating in regions with a lower ratio of local variance and mean would have a larger alpha to smooth image content in homogeneous regions, where speckle noise is usually observed and damages the image quality. By comparing the simulation results using the SDW and new adaptive algorithm, it was demonstrated that this new algorithm worked well in both edge preservation and speckle reduction.